
welcome to fat cats

You're stepping into the captivating world of Salerno 
and Latella, the notorious Fat Cats Burglars from the 
70s. Our swanky lounge, inspired by the very homes 

the Fat Cats fancied, serves as the stage. Each 
cocktail in our menu is crafted with their spirit in 
mind, and the illustrations alongside weave the 

thrilling tale of their escapades. 

So, buckle up for a night of mischief, mixed drinks, 
and mystery. In the spirit of the Fat Cats, we       

guarantee a dash of thrill, a pinch of intrigue, and a 
whole lot of fun. 

Welcome to Fat Cat's!

Type of glass you’ll find in our menu:

LOWBALL HIGHBALLCOUPE



SOFTNON-ALCOHOLIC MEDIUM STRONG

aperitifs

golden dream 13
RYE WHISKEY · LILLET BLANC · BITTER BIANCO · 
LUSTAU VERMUT ·

This Boulevardier-inspired mix is as bold 
and sparkling as the loot the Fat Cats pursued.

11

11

red danger light
BOURBON · APEROL · CAMPARI · BLUEBERRY JUICE · 
LIME JUICE · CHESTNUT AND THYME SYRUP

Our version of Spritz, daring and bright, 
reminding you of the thrill of a heist.

black cats
WHITE RUM · BLACK OLIVES · CORIANDER CORDIAL ·
Just like our heist masters in shadows, this 
Gimlet twist is unmistakably salty, sleek and 
a bit mysterious.



Fat Cats Burglars’ modus operandi was looking for feasible victims in Forbes 
magazine at the local library. They would enter their homes while they were 

having a dinner party, given the alarms were off and the hosts were distracted 
for hours. That’s why they were also called “The Dinner Set Gang”.



SOFTNON-ALCOHOLIC MEDIUM STRONG

sour & daisy

treasures upstairs 12
TEQUILA · LEMON JUICE · HUMO LIQUOR · AGAVE SYRUP·
A different Margarita, a world of hidden 
flavours enhanced by a hint of spice.

12

For Pisco Sour lovers, the perfect mix for when 
the alarms are off and the party is on.

12

the long dinner
GIN · LEMON JUICE · BASIL · MELON SYRUP ·
Our Basil Smash, loooong and refreshing 
like an exuberant good old 70s party

alarm off
PISCO · CALVADOS · APPLE SYRUP · EGGWHITE



While The Dupont Family, one of the richest accross US at the time, was 
throwing one of their reknown parties, everyone was having fun, forgetting 

about the burdens of the week and having the time of their lives.
This party was being an ABSOLUTE hit! What could possibly go wrong...?



long drinks

13

12

12undercover
VODKA · RASPBERRY CORDIAL · ALOE VERA  · 
Our Vodka fizz: naughty, refreshing and with   
a dash of sweetness that will steal your heart.

watch out palm beach
MEZCAL · FALERNUM · LIME JUICE · POMELO SODA ·
Our Paloma interpretation, a treasure for your 
palette.

sneaky guest
MINT FROZEN WHITE RUM · WATERMELON SYRUP · 
LIME CORDIAL ·

A twist of Mojito, its' fruity and citric nature will 
sweep you off your feet.
In a word? Gentle.
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Salerno and Latella, had all planned to the millisecond. 
Salerno would be the one breaking-in to steal the jewelery, whilst Latella 

would remain scouting outside. They only had 3 minutes to make the hit or 
they would get caught... Go big or go home right?



after dinner

diamond lift 12
WHITE CACAO LIQUOR · GREEN PEPPERMINT LIQUOR · 
GREEN CHARTREUSE · CREAM · 

A Grasshopper variation, sweet and minty, mirroring 
the rush of lifting diamonds amidst the chaos.

An Old Fashioned remix, the perfect mix for a 
high-risk, high-reward night.

13midnight swipe
MIX OF RUMS · OLOROSO · BANANA OLEO · BITTERS ·

heist night fever 12
BRANDY · COFFEE LIQUOR · COFFEE · SALTED CARAMEL ·
Amidst the whirlwind of the party, our Espresso 
Martini twist offers the needed bosst for a 
smooth operation.
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Salerno had a sixth sense to find the hidden treasures at the houses they robbed. 
Fun fact: He wouldn’t touch any other jewellery that might have been laying 

around when he came in, so that when the owners returned, 
they took longer to notice they had been robbed.



mocktails

sunset getaway 9
RASPBERRY CORDIAL · PASSIONFRUIT · LIME SODA · 
· PINEAPPLE JUICE ·

9

9

This Spritz captures the exhilaration of a 
daring escape at sunset.

plan b
SPICED APPLE JUICE · LEMON JUICE · GINGER ALE ·
As audacious and unexpected as a 
sudden shift in plans. Buckle up, but 
without the alcohol.

bye-bye police
GRAPEFRUIT · TANGERINE SODA · 
This mocktail leaves all troubles behind, 
much like our burglars leaving the police in 
their wake

NON-ALCOHOLIC
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The Dupont Family heist was one of the biggest robberies in US, they took jewellery 
valued at 2 million dollars in one night, topping the escapade with a boat getaway 

from the port of the mansion. Just to add some drama to the plot we guess!!






